Global Health 101: Case Study Worksheet

1. The Issue:

Problem addressed?
Intervention location?
Target population?
Key actors?

Why this problem at this location for this population by these actors?? Include any disease burden data.

2. The Intervention:

Explain the intervention clearly & concisely in one sentence.

Name and describe concisely the key intervention strategies.

3. The Implementation:

Conduct a brief SWOT analysis of the implementation
   Strengths:
   Weaknesses:
   Opportunities:
   Threats:

What was the result/impact of the implementation?

Why successful, partially successful, or a failure?

4. The Legacy and The Lessons:

Impact on other interventions?

What are most important lessons (including cautions) learned from this intervention?

5. Connections: On the back of this Worksheet, make two columns—“Lecture” and “Other Case Studies.” For each, list at least 10 ways this case connects to them.